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4.71 m wingspan T-Tail UAV. It uses electric powered motors for takeoff and landing and does not
require a runway or catapult. It is a composite airframe with 5 kg payload capacity, powered by a
petrol engine. The low fuel consumption enables a safe endurance of 6 hours. UAV can takeoff from
a table and land on a 5x5 m surface with high accuracy.
UAV uses separate communication systems for datalink and videolink. The systems are operating at
different frequencies to increase redundancy. It is also possible to add Satellite communication.
The videolink uses IP communication and 128 bit SSL encryption in order to secure the data
transferred. Video and data is IP and may be broadcasted if desired.
UAV has a 55 kg MTOW (including payload). It can be operated by just two people. Using IVME's
Avionics Mini Flight Control System, flight angers mission carried out fully autonomous!
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Avionics Mini ■ Flight Controt Computer
UAV comes with 350W or 500W alternator
build in. The alternator produces 200W of
excess energy to be used by payloads which is
suffcient for almost all applications of this size.
It also has a backup battery that ensures a
safe flight for sixty minutes in case of an
alternator failure.

UAV uses Avionics Mini Flight Control System which is a double redundant flight controller.
Avionics Mini is a state-of-art technology and has several safety features build in. It packs the power
management, flight control and suitable connector interfaces for all necessary avionic components in
a single unit. All servos, EFI module, communication links, GPS antennas, pitot tubes etc. are
connected to this single unit making maintenance and fault detection easier. Avionics Mini is 100%
compatible with IVME Ground Control Station and can be customized to meet customer specific
requirements.

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
Material : Composites

Endurance : 6 hours

Takeoff / Landing : Vertical
(SLT)

C2 Range : BO - 200 km

Wingspan : 4.71 m

Maximum Altitude : 18.000
feet MSL

MTOW : 55 kg

Maximum Speed : 58 knot

Payload : 5 kg

STALL Speed : 38 knot
Flight Controller:
Avionics Mini

Redundancy: Double
Redundant
Autonomy : Fully
Autonomous (Takeoff Mission - Landing)
Fuel Tank : 19 liters
SATCOM : Optional
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Avionics Mini
Avionics Mini by IVME is a generic Flight Controller designed for all types of Drones or UAVs of a certain size ranging
from 20 kg up to 150 kg demanding perfect precision flight control. Its small size, low weight, and solid enclosure box
makes Avionics Mini more than ideal for any UAV.
The Flight controller has double redundancy
on flight-critical components.
RTK GPS is optional and can be used in
a Plug ‘n Fly fashion.
AvionicsMini can manage all kind of known takeoff
and landing methods, may it be hand-launched,
runway, catapult, parachute.

One of the unique features of the Avionics Mini is that the
I/O ports are grouped into smaller Plug ’n Fly type
connectors. This enables a modularity that results in
Swift operations on the field
Easy Maintenance
Define faulty components, wires, connectors easily
Exchange of faulty components and wires only.

Thanks to the unique algorithms developed by
IVME in-house, Avionics Mini has been
integrated and tested on fixed wing, delta wing,
H-Tail and T-Tail UAVs for over 500 hours with
great success and can also be used to control
Quad/Hex/Quattro Copters and even on
Rotary Wing Unmanned Vehicles.

Technical Specifications
Fully autonomous flight control
Compatible with A-techSYN GCS
Works with 7-17 V DC power input
Has ESD protection on all inputs
and outputs
Has reverse voltage protection
Comes with 6.0V 40A PMU
-20 to +85 °C operation capability

Length: 165 mm
Width: 115 mm
Height: 45 mm
Weight: 640 gr

DOUBLE REDUNDANT
INTERNAL SENSORS!
2x Airspeed Sensor
2x Altimeter
2x Digital Compass
2x IMU
2x GPS
Voltage Sensor
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All connectors on the box can be customised and re-grouped to customer specific applications during production.
The customer-oriented development of Avionics Mini makes it possible to provide all necessary sensors and outputs in a
single box. While the security concerns are addressed with redundant flight critic hardware (IMU, GPS, Altimeter, Airspeed,
Compass), ESD and reverse voltage protection, the request for flexibility is enabled by providing external I/O ports to be
used for Telemetry, RC module, Gimbal, EFI data or any other payload and/or hardware.
Telemetry connection being an external module enables the users to use any frequency for C2.

AvionicsMini, airspeed redundancy is more
than having 2 pitots. AvionicsMini detects if an
airspeed sensor should be ignored due to clogged
pitot or unconnected pipe, and automatically
uses the input from the healthy one.
Weak GPS jamming signals can fool your autopilot
indicating it is diving or flying like a rocket and result
in incidents where you might lose your UAV.
Avionics Mini filters the GPS output and avoids
dangerous instant reactions to these kind of
anomalies.

ORDER

PLUG-IN

FLY!

Extending the Capability of Your Flight Controller!
AvionicsMini not only support CAN Bus connectivity. With the CAN adapters we provide you can convert any component to a
plug ‘n play extension for your UAV. Fuel level sensors, fuel flow sensors, RPM sensors, relays, etc. can be connected to the
CAN network on the UAV easily, even if the components do not support CAN. Our CAN Adaptors are acting as translators
between analog or serial ports and the CAN.
Another fantastic feature of the AvionicsMini is to provide
communication tunnels in the datalink. This enables you to
have private virtual serial connection from the ground control
computer to your payload without additional hardware.
The ground control software user interface can be extended
easily by introducing customer specific scripts. It allows our
customers to design their own user interface without affecting
flight critic features

Avionics Mini keeps an eye on your UAV.
It detects various anomalies in your UAV such as:
extreme aileron trims
partial or complete loss in thrust
loss in capability to control attitude
loss in capability to control heading
excessive cross track error
visually clear and color coded operator warnings
and more!
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MCS Software Capabilities

Definition of flight characteristics by limitation of
capabilities like roll angle, max, min, cruise and landing
speed, deflection speed, max climbing speed, max climb
pitch during takeoff etc.

User-friendly interface
Quick path estimation
Multi-UAV support
Mission playback with synchronised FPV
Mandatory or optional pre-flight checklists
Real-time flight critical information
Click-Drag&Drop waypoints/paths/patterns
Flight path estimation

Control of payload retract system servos/motors
Broadcast flight data on a defined network or internet
Integrated 3D map with simulator
- Follow your UAV on GCS’s integrated 3D map
- See simulated FPV on GCS
- Add waypoints on 3D map

Mobile Ground Control Station

Supported Commands for Mission Definition

Emergency Features

Loiter at desired speed, altitude, radius

Manual control with joystick on GCS without RC

Fly to Waypoint at desired speed, altitude

Manual flight mode using RC

Rush - Fly to next point at maximum speed

Continues loitering in case of a GPS signal loss

Runway, launcher, hand takeoff

Semi-automatic (steering) usage mode

Runway landing (linear and parabolic orbit

Return-to-Base in case of telemetry loss

support) Land, takeoff, hover

IMU fault detection and GPS/IMU substitution

Instant speed, altitude, and rotation radius change
Looping any flight pattern with jump command

Geofencing
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IVME GROUND CONTROL STATION

IVME Ground Control System Illustration

The IVME Ground Control Station is developed with a focus on
making flight control and monitoring, as well as visual reception and
realtime image recording easy and safe. It is a modular system which
is easy to setup.
The same GCS can be used for UAVs of any type that are equipped
with the AvionicsMini, and up to 4 (four) UAVs at the same time. This
reduces initial setup as well as training and HR costs dramatically
and enables the operators to fly the UAVs with an abstract
knowledge on the UAV itself. The same GCS can be used for all type of
missions ( ISR, Runway ISR, Target Practice etc.).

Depending on customer requirements, the GCS software can be
customised and the changes are synchronised with the autopilot
software. This makes it possible to add all type of payloads as well
as mission types and even new maneuvers to the system.

The GCS provides the operator
interface on the ground.
In ideal conditions, the GCS consist
of three main subsystems
that work on the same network.

MCS | Mission Control System
PCS | Payload Control System
CS | Communication System

With the new Viewer Software, let anyone you desire watch the tail FPV video and
monitor the flight through the Flight Gauges Window.

Mission Control System (MCS)
Flight Gauges Window and Tail FPV Stream

The MCS is operated by the GCO (Ground Control
Operator). The GCO is responsible for all flight and
mission related issues including pre-flight checks,
mission definition, mission, flight reports and
emergency protocols. It is the GCO’s responsibility to
perform a flight without any problems.
The MCS provides the GCOs with any information
necessary to perform their duties without any
external help. It usually has two monitors attached.
One for mission planning and operations, the second
for flight control gauges and tail FPV. The FPV stream
can be watched from the Flight Gauges Window
and at the same time from any computer or screen that is connected to the system and is setup/alowed to do so.
The GCO can monitor all flight related data like TAS and IAS (True and Indicated Airspeed), ground speed, UAV position,
virtual horizon, fuel status, battery status, direction, altitude, vario, wind speed and direction, and many more on the
Flight Gauges Window.

Görev Tanımlama ve Operasyon Ekranı

Flight Path Estimation! A must-have tool to
prevent mistakes.
Replay and examine previous missions / flights
from LOG data.

UAV’s position and mission waypoints are marked on
the Mission Planning and Operation Screen on a 3D
map which also indicates elevation data.
The MCS also provides additional interfaces to
coordinate pre-flight checks, do checklists, as well
as setup and calibrate all sensors on the UAV and
the Tracking Antenna System of the CS. The system is designed in a way to increase flight safety, provide an easy-to-use
and reliable environment for the GCOs to perform their everyday duties with perfection.

Payload Control System (PCS)
The PCS is operated by the Payload Operator (PO). In case the
payload is a gimbal for example, the PO calibrates and controls
the gimbal, directs it to a direction, geolocks to a target position,
tracks targets, switches between IR and EO sensors, records the
video, and performs all operations required to operate the
gimbal.
The PO may use distinct software for any type of payloads and
will not cause any disturbance to the GCO.
Payload Control System Example

Communication System (CS)

All modems, amplifiers, antennas for videolink, C2, tail FPV etc.
are integrated to the CS and can be selected according to
customer requirements.
The videolink can be a one-way or bi-directional link receiving the video signal from
the aircraft to the ground. It demodulates, decrypts and streams the video to the PCS
through the GCS Network.
One function of the CS is to track the UAV. Pointing antennas at the UAV increases
signal quality and range dramatically. With the information gathered from the MCS,
the CS commands and points the ground antennas for video and C2 to the air vehicle
at any given time automatically.

Tracking Antenna System

The Communication System (CS) consists of a pan-tilt pedestal system with
antennas at the desired gain (2 dBi, 10 dBi, 30 dBi) and frequencies (902-928 MHz, 1,2
GHz, 2,4 GHz). It is a standalone system that is part of the GCS Network and connects
to the system using gigabit ethernet. This makes it possible to locate it far away
from the operator if necessary, and even remote operation over intranet or internet.

Broadcast your flight data and share it on the internet
whenever you want!

Simulation
The IVME GCS comes with a simulator mode option which
is perfect to train GCOs without getting into any risk.
The simulator mode uses X-Plane to simulate the flight.
IVME UAVs are defined in X-Plane according to their size,
shape, type and thrust. A bilateral connection enables
the trainer or trainee to define flight conditions, weather,
sidewind, etc. on X-Plane.
The GCO sees the Avionics Mini, Desktop Software as a new UAV and connects to it. The operator then defines a mission
and uploads it to the UAV as usual. Once the GCO starts a mission, all commands to flight surfaces such as ailerons,
elevators, rudder etc. and thrust are transmitted from Avionics Mini to the simulated UAV in X-Plane. X-Plane applies
these commands and returns the effects in the preset conditions on the UAV to the PilotUS as sensory readings. This
enables a software-in-the-loop simulation of the missions with high accuracy.
To simulate emergency conditions, the trainer or trainee can stop the engine, disable GPS or increase wind speed, and
observe how the system or trainee behaves.

